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In India, bike has always been remaining the highly demanded and considered the cheapest
convenience. Indian bike market is swamped with lots of bikes from various bike companies at
different prices and witnessed a tough competition among such manufacturers for offering their
products with lots of features and at affordable price to lure maximum buyers. Most of the bike
buyers are young people in India and they often get attracted to those bikes that include sporty
looks and better performance that prompted various bike manufacturers to introduce their products
with stylish looks and new exciting features. Bike companies like Honda, Yamaha, Bajaj, Hero
Honda and Kawasaki, are  known as the important players in the Indian bike market and
successfully attracted customers by offering various new products.

Here is a wide list of top 10 bikes in India that became huge popular among youngsters for offering
outstanding performance and lots of advanced features.

Honda Unicorn Dazzler, it is introduced by renowned brand Honda Motorcycle and Scooter, and
priced at Rs 62,900. Blessed with 17 inch alloy wheels, the bike became number one choice for
youngsters and discovered huge demand India. It is packed in with Bharat Stage III emission
compliant and capable of covering maximum distance up to 60 km in one litre of petrol.

TVS Apache RTR 180, the popular Indian bike company TVS came with the most stylish bike to bit
competition in the domestic bike market, eventually got huge response. The bike has capacity to run
with the maximum speed up to 125 kph and offers mileage of 45- 50 kmpl.

Yamaha Fazer, Yamaha has been maintained its identity to offer the product in sporty looks since a
long time, still it stands for same. The Yamaha Fazer is better known for its sporty looks and loaded
with 150 cc engine. Needless to talk about performance as Yamaha itself is the most reliable brand. 

Yamaha FZ 16, it is another bike by Yamaha that possesses wonderful appearance and available in
various colors. It has received the most prestigious award, 'Bike of the Year Award' by Zigwheels
and various other awards.

Royal Enfield Thunderbird Twinspark, blessed with powerful Unit construction engine, the bike is
introduced by Bajaj for those who have great passion to drive heavy bike. It is capable of offering
maximum power of 19.8 BHP @ 5250 RPM and maximum torque of 28 Nm @ 4000 RPM.

Bajaj Avenger, the bike offers unmatched speed of riding and introduced in the most attractive
looks. Bajaj has done wonderful job to attract customers and launched it in sporty looks to attract
young buyers.

Hero Honda Karizma, ZMR, it is the most stylish bike that is powered by oil cooled, single cylinder
OHC, PGM-FI 223 cc, 4-stroke and delivers outstanding performance. It is available at a price of Rs
92,500 and includes 3 years warranty.

Bajaj Pulsar, the magic created by Pulsar in the domestic bike market is certainly not easy to forget.
It is blessed with sporty looks and powerful engine.

Yamaha R15, there are lots of bike by Yamaha that earned overwhelming response in the Indian
bike market, Yamaha R15 is one of those. The bike tempts buyers by its elegant looks and available
at the price of Rs 97.000.     
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Kawasaki Ninja 250, it is introduced in a completely new looks and powered by DOHC petrol
engine. It can run with the top speed up to 176 kmph.
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Auto Infoz - About Author:
Autoinfoz a India's largest Bike portal provides complete and comparative information about a Royal
Enfield Thunderbird Twinspark, Royal Enfield Bikes In India,a Yamaha FZ 16 and user can also find
here prices of Bikes, reviews on Bikes and can sale old Bikes in India.
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